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ABSTRACT 
 
New instrumentation is being developed that allows for practical measurement of engine crankcase vibration. It 
provides a simple method to understand how well a crankshaft can cope with power delivery by monitoring 
crankcase deflection during powered dyno runs. The data made available supports engineering decisions to 
improve the crankshaft design and balance conditions; this reduces main bearing loads, which lead to reduced 
friction and fatigue, releasing power, performance and reliability.   
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The increasing levels of power being made available in automotive engines are bringing with it a new constraint, 
the levels of crankshaft and block stiffness. The stiffness as a function of design is often compromised by the 
needs to save weight, controlling manufacturing costs and the complexity of the supporting software models 
used to predict end results.  
Crankshafts have to cope with high process loads. Reducing internal bending forces produced from dynamic 
unbalance along their length can mean the difference between acceptable or unacceptable performance and 
reliability inhibited by crankshaft stiffness.  
Crankshafts have traditionally been treated as rigid rotors and balanced as such, getting traditional methods 
and practice changed takes some doing. The use of empirical tests to support or challenge the modelling 
software has to be made available to improve end results and save on time and budgets. 
One such method is to use a specially adapted balancing machine to balance check complete engine 
assemblies driven at low speeds, another is to use a multi-channel vibration instrument to monitor crankcase 
deflections on a powered engine. This can qualify how effectively the crankcase and crankshaft can cope with 
the dynamic loads imposed on it. Likewise, using an adapted balancing mandrel within a driven engine spin rig 
can challenge the blocks ability to cope with dynamic loads imposed on it. 
This logical path of proving, testing and refinement has been underway at Bentley Motors supported by 
Vibration Free in the development of the Arnage V8 engine. It provides a useful reference as example to the 
needs of crankshaft design and particularly the attention to balance requirements.     
 
THE PROJECT 
 
Traditional crankshaft balancing rarely protects against accurate weight transfer from con-rod and piston 
assemblies. The balancing of some crankshafts is made more difficult than others as their axis of inertia does 
not coincide with the axis of rotation and are classified as group II crankshafts. To balance these crankshafts on 
conventional open roller balancing machines, calculated “bob-weights” are temporarily fitted to the big-end 
journals to “mimic” the weight transfer as seen by the crankshaft as the rotating portion of the con-rod and 
piston assembly.  
The calculations used to gauge the weight transfer and consequent bob-weight mass is open to debate, but 
there is a simple empirical method of measuring it using a specially adapted soft bearing balancing machine 
fitted with “dynamic table” tooling.  
 
The Bentley Arnage V8 crankshaft falls into this category and to support engineering development has followed 
such a path of test and measurement. 
 

1. A dynamic table provides a test bench for qualifying assembled tolerances on a running engine or 
balancing sub assemblies. 

 
2. Vibration analysis is carried out on running engines to qualify the engines crankcase ability to cope with 

power delivery.  
 

3. Separate cyclic loading tests carried out on a driven engine spin rig qualify crankcase stiffness of 
existing or new designs. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Why is it necessary to balance crankshafts ?   
 
Crankshafts can be quite complex in their shape and function. They are usually produced from forgings, 
castings or billets of steel that require several machining operations. The uneven distribution of mass from their 
rotating centre and along their length requires that they are dynamically balanced to minimise the rotating 
unbalance forces produced.  
 
Obviously, the unbalance forces left in a rotating assembly use up energy which would be better spent 
producing rotational momentum. 
Likewise the bearings that support rotating assemblies are designed to cope with a level of cyclic load. If the 
residual unbalance is using up some of that capacity, then the bearings have less ability to cope with process 
loads. 
 
Further to this, the casing structure that supports the bearing housings also has an operational stiffness 
designed to cope with process loads. If the assembly is close to its operational design limits, then a small 
increase in residual unbalance forces can cause dramatic changes to the stability of the system assembly. 
 
The Automotive industry has always treated crankshafts as being stiff enough to resist bending forces along 
their length when suitably supported within the crankcase bearings. This is a function of design, which is greatly 
affected by crankshaft process loads, rotational speeds and the degree of unbalance along the length of the 
crankshaft. As crankshaft loads and speeds rise, the use of alloy crankcases with limited stiffness available can 
lead to deflections of crankshaft and crankcase. The deciding factor could be simply the degree of unbalance 
along the length of the crankshaft.   
 
Therefore, residual unbalance levels can be a very sensitive issue in some applications. Tolerances must be 
established for component parts and whole assemblies, ensuring that the assembly clearances or processes do 
not loose the required tolerance limit. 
 
For instance, if during the building of a four cylinder car engine the connecting rods were not match balanced 
accurately. It would take just one of the four connecting rods to have a heavier big end by just 1 gram at a 
typical radius of 70mm on the crankshaft, to produce a force of over 2.5 kg at 6000 rpm. 
 
When balancing crankshafts in a dynamic balancing machine, it is usual to run the crankshaft about the main 
journals on open roller supports. Balancing speeds can be anywhere from 200 – 1200 rpm depending on the 
balancing machine being used. It is vital that the crankshaft is firstly straight when being balanced and 
secondly, that it is stiff enough to resist whipping at the balancing speed.  
 
The chosen balancing speed has nothing to do with the operational speed of the crankshaft, as the balancing 
machine is designed to measure the unbalance at the lower speed. It is the unbalance tolerance which is a 
factor of operational speed. 
 
Effective balancing considerations – Rigid Rotors  
 
If a rotor is effectively rigid, it can be balanced about any two chosen balance correction planes. Generally, 
these will be as far apart and at the largest correction radius as practically possible, to minimise the correction 
required. 
As a rigid rotor, it will not deform along its length due to internal bending forces throughout its service speed 
range and consequently be vibration free about its bearings. 
 
However, should the same rotor have a much larger initial unbalance somewhere about its length, then the 
same may not be true. 
 
Likewise, if the “rigid” rotors service speed was increased. It too would become flexible due to the increases in 
internal bending forces. 
 
Primarily; “rigid rotors” operate up to 70% of their first bending moment (critical speed). They can be balanced 
effectively about any two chosen balancing planes and at any speed, up to their running speed. 
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Fig 1 Vibration amplitudes are exaggerated widely close to critical responses 
 
Effective balancing considerations – Flexible Rotor s 
 
Rotors that operate at a speed above 70% of their first natural frequency are considered “flexible”. That is they 
will deflect along their length due to the internal bending forces created from unbalance along their length. They 
have to be balanced with care to minimise these internal bending forces by carrying out balance corrections at 
several transverse planes close to or at the initial unbalance positions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2 Flexible rotors bend due to unbalances along their length 
 
If an understanding exists of how the rotor wishes to bend or deflect, then low speed balancing can achieve a 
satisfactory result, as long as the chosen balancing planes meet the above criteria. 
Otherwise, the initial balancing operation is carried out at high speed to reflect on how the shaft deforms due to 
its unbalances. Then suitable corrections prove out a satisfactory result. This type of high speed balancing is 
quite specialised.  
 
Considerations with crankshafts in alloy blocks  
 
Having followed a brief understanding of initial unbalances that may be present and corrected for in simple 
standard rotor shapes, we can now have some consideration of the extraordinary effects possible with 
crankshafts in alloy cylinder blocks. 
 
From the previous explanations of rigid and flexible rotors, we can assume that if all rotors were treated as 
flexible, and balanced adequately along their shaft length. Then they would remain straight at all speeds. This is 
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too costly an exercise to consider most of the time, therefore most rotors are designed to operate at a suitable 
speed to be balanced as a rigid rotor. Crankshafts fall into this category, and are typically produced with extra 
unbalance weight present in their end counterweight planes. This is to assist the drilling machine process during 
balance correction.  
Crankshafts are also designed cost effectively to utilise the minimum material (steel) required to get the job 
done. This typically equates to a crankshaft with fewer counterweights than ideal to minimise bending forces 
along its length. For this reason alone crankshafts cannot be run at faster operating speeds, loads or swapped 
from iron blocks to alloy blocks without due consideration of this matter.  
 
Similarly; a crankshafts response to bending forces will be sensitive to the rotating inertias about its end planes 
and may not tolerate a reduction in flywheel mass. The stiffness and damping present on the rotating assembly 
is critically affected by bearing clearances and shell width.  
 
It must be recognised that in most instances, automotive engines are quite tolerant of reasonable increases in 
power and operating speed. However, with performance upgrades reaching new boundaries and the increasing 
use of alloy cylinder blocks, the crankshaft design is becoming more critical with respect to suitable counter 
weighting. 
 
In order to minimise internal bending forces and reduce bearing loads, crankshafts are designed with 
counterweights along their entire length. 
The sizing of these counterweights is also critical, so as to match accurately the unbalance created by the big 
end journal and its associated rotating parts opposite the counterweight. 
 
In this way the crankshaft is being treated as a “flexible” rotor. Even if it truly doesn’t reach 70% of its first 
natural frequency, the benefits are evident through reduced bearing loads, refinement and performance. 
 

 
 

Fig 3 A fully counterweighted V10 crankshaft to minimise flexure 
 
The Dynamic Balancing Table  
 
The dynamic table is an arrangement that allows a complete or sub assembly to be mounted onto the 
suspensions of a “soft” bearing balancing machine. The design provides for completely free movement of the 
rotating assembly, regardless of how it is clamped or supported. The dynamic table is an invaluable tool to 
achieve balancing limits otherwise unachievable because of fitting tolerances, or awkward handling of 
component parts. The protected linear response of the suspension allows close and accurate scrutiny of the 
rotating assembly, knowing that the balancing machine is not influencing the motion. 

 
Fig 4 Principle motions of the dynamic table 
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Fig 5 The Bentley V8 engine mounted on a dynamic table 
 
The balancing machine features which enable this method are as follows; 
 

• The dynamic table does not inhibit horizontal dynamic motion 
• The suspension is linear in its response 
• The suspension is “soft”, i.e. measures displacement 
• Instrumentation has accurate filtering and high resolution 

 
The balancing instrument measures the fundamental displacement amplitudes and phases from the two 
suspensions. As the table is only sensitive to horizontal exertions, the vertical forces created by the 
reciprocating piston assemblies do not antagonise the signals. The correct weight transfer from the pistons and 
rods is imparted to the crankshaft, which is then able to impart all of its collective rotating unbalance forces into 
horizontal table displacements.  
 
The Crankshaft Deflection Analyser  
 
Vibration data is a powerful indicator towards the mechanical condition of machines and assemblies. Usually, 
the direction of the motion is key, coupled with the dominant frequency and its associated phase angle with 
respect to other measurement positions. When measuring vibrations on IC engines there are many frequencies 
present, with the power stroke forces and their harmonics dominating in line with the cylinder axis. However, 
there is little reason for radial forces perpendicular to the cylinder axis and even less reason for axial forces to 
be present on a crankshaft assembly. 
In general if unbalance is present, it will be highlighted by increased radial vibration at a frequency coincident 
with shaft speed and on an engine will be seen perpendicular to the cylinder axis. The respective phase data 
from different measurement positions allows an understanding of the dynamic motions involved.  
 
With suitable instrumentation and high temperature vibration transducers, the vibration amplitude, direction, 
frequencies and phase data can be monitored from the crankcase of a running engine. This capability has been 
available through turbine supervisory type equipment for some time. However, the costs, practicalities and 
experience levels required to engage this type of equipment is prohibitive for this type of requirement. A new 
instrument has been commissioned with a simple and practical approach to aid set up and operation, giving 
clear and meaningful information. 
 
The deflection analyser has the capability of reading from eight vibration transducers and one tacho input. The 
high temperature transducers can cope with up to 250 degrees Celsius and are typically mounted on the side of 
the crankcase adjacent to each crankshaft main bearing. 
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Fig 6 High temperature vibration accelerometers mounted on crankcase 
 
 
The instrument records the vibration and fundamental phase data from each transducer simultaneously as the 
engine is driven through a power run. 
The data can be displayed in several forms but is typically projected as seen below; 
 

 
 

Fig 7 The Analyser display showing live amplitude, phase and rpm data 
 
 
In this configuration, the first eight stick gauges are use to display the fundamental vibration amplitudes. The 
clock gauges are used to display the relative phase angles of the fundamentals and the lower half of the screen 
has been set to show raw data and the time waveforms of the fundamentals. This example screen shot is 
showing radial readings from five main bearings on channels 1 – 5 and channel 6 is showing an axial reading. 
At 1224 rpm, all the radial readings are “in phase” as one might expect at low speed. This shows that the 
crankshaft is moving as one along its length. However, as loads and speeds are increased, the amplitudes may 
rise and the phase angles swing between adjacent bearings. This indicates crankshaft and crankcase flexure, 
the absolute amplitudes are not so important as the relative direction changes along the crankshaft axis. The 
display can plot the modal shape as depicted in the following screen shot. 
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Fig 8 The analyser showing live modal deflections between positions 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 9. The analyser showing phase and amplitude changes under high loading 
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The Spin Rig Balancing Mandrel  
 
Driven engine assemblies by means of electric motors have been in use for a while to enable a range of tests to 
be carried out. The most common area being cylinder head valve and camshaft train work. Usually there is a 
slave crankshaft in use. If however a custom crankshaft mandrel is used having full circle balancing planes 
available about each cylinder bank. It presents an opportunity to carry out crankcase deflection tests by creating 
known unbalance values about each crank wheel. This can be used to challenge the limitations of existing 
crankcases or the capabilities of new designs. 
 
 

 
 

Fig 10. Bentley V8 Arnage Spin Rig Balancing Mandrel 
 
 
 
CONCLUDING SUMMARY 
 

• As the power and speed of engines increase, crankshaft stiffness is critical 
• Model solutions do not give guaranteed results 
• Empirical tests are needed to challenge model predictions 
• Residual imbalances along the length of the crankshafts are crucial to performance 
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APPENDIX 
 
Causes of unbalance   
 
When considering the many components that make up the engine assembly, some of the most common causes 
of unbalance in rotating and reciprocating parts are as follows; 
 
1. Castings and forgings having inconsistent density 
2. Cast and forged parts having un-machined surfaces 
3. Components that have uneven symmetry about the rotor axis 
4. Assembly clearance tolerances producing eccentricities 
5. Fasteners having different weights e.g. Bolts, washers, nuts etc. 
6. Heat treatments causing bending and deformations 
7. Process coatings, causing uneven coatings 
8. Thermal growth during the engine operation 
9. Un-quantified influences, e.g. oil entrapment and / or circulation in moving parts 
10. Tolerance stack up, i.e. heavy side of pulley in-line with heavy side of damper. 
11. Tooling and calibration errors during balancing operations 

 
It is always preferable to correct for unbalance of components as sub-assemblies prior to assembly, as this 
minimises internal forces within the assembly. 
 
Unbalance Effects  
 
The cyclic stress imposed on the components of an assembly by the rotational unbalance forces, is a function 
of the unbalance level; the rotor mass, the rotational speed and the damping present on the system.  The forces 
can be detrimental to the engines useful life and performance in the following areas; 
 

1. Bearing load and associated wear 
2. Fatigue in component material through cyclic stress 
3. Mechanical fretting at joint interfaces 
4. Increased wear in gear teeth 
5. Increased power consumption 
6. Reduced efficiency through wasted energy 
7. Reduced power capacity 
8. Transmission of vibration to other key components, affecting their efficiency 
9. Increase in maintenance 
10. Increase in transmitted noise 
11. Reduction in durability, quality and refinement 

 
Exceptional Unbalance Effects  
 
Rotors requiring balance corrections are divided into two categories e.g. “rigid rotors” and “flexible rotors”. Rigid 
rotors are those that operate at or below 70% of their first natural frequency; Flexible rotors being those that 
operate at or above 70% of their first natural frequency (critical speed). It follows that flexible rotors need to be 
balanced differently to rigid rotors. Essentially it is the unbalance along the length of a rotor that causes it to 
bend or flex. Likewise, as a rotor operates at exactly a sub harmonic of the critical speed it will be more 
sensitive to unbalance effects than at non-harmonically related speeds. 
 
Therefore, rigid rotors can be suitably balanced dynamically at any two chosen balancing planes. Unlike flexible 
rotors that need to be dynamically balanced about several planes along their length. 
 
Types of Rotor Imbalance  
 
The four characteristic unbalance cases are recognised as; 
 
Static, Couple, Quasi-static and Dynamic 
 
Static unbalance;  produces an offset of the principle axis parallel to the rotating centreline. It is recognised in 
two planes as showing equal amplitude and phase 
 
Couple unbalance;  produces an offset of the principle axis equal in amplitude and opposite in direction at each 
end of the rotor. The principle axis intersects the rotating centreline at the centre of gravity. It is recognised 
about two end planes of a rotor as having equal amplitude and 180 degrees out of phase values. 
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Quasi-static unbalance ; is similar to couple but the principle axis intersects the rotating centreline at a point 
other than the centre of gravity. It comes about when a static unbalance has the same angular position as one 
of the components of couple unbalance. It is recognised at two end planes as having 180 degrees difference in 
phase value with unequal amplitudes. 

 
Dynamic unbalance;  produces a condition where the principle axis and rotating centreline do not coincide or 
touch. It is recognised by no relationship being present between amplitude and phases about two planes of 
measurement. 

 
 
Dynamic unbalance is the most common form of unbalance. It can be seen that it is made up of a combination 
of static and couple unbalances. It should be noted that the displacement between the principle axis and the 
rotating centreline, is dependent on the position and value of the unbalances as seen at any two arbitrary 
balancing planes. These values will be different transversely along the length of any given rotor.    
 
It follows that any rotor having reasonable length will require dynamic balance correction about two chosen 
planes to minimise forces about the bearing journals. Generally, it will not be possible to understand the 
positions of the unbalances at every point along the length of a rotor, simply to correct for a resolved value as 
measured at two chosen planes. 
This method of balance correction is entirely based on the understanding that the internal transverse offset 
between actual unbalance position and unbalance correction, does not create sufficient forces at service speed 
to actually deform the rotor and cause bending. 
It is this factor which decides between a rotor being “rigid” or “flexible”. 
Ultimately, all rotors are potentially flexible. It is purely a function of service speed. 
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Units of Unbalance  
 
The most common reference unit for unbalance is given as a product of the residual unbalance mass and its 
radius from the shaft axis, usually in metric units e.g. (g.mm) 
 
Therefore, a flywheel having an unbalance mass of 5 grams at a radius of 150mm, will have a unbalance level 
of 750g.mm 
 
There is a direct relationship between the weight of the rotor (kg) and the eccentricity (µm) produced by the 
unbalance (g.mm), such that; 
 
Imbalance (g.mm) = Eccentricity (µm) . Rotor weight (kg) 
 
For instance; 
If a crankshaft weighed 61kg and had an unbalance about the centre of gravity of 320 g.mm, the residual 
unbalance would produce an offset of the crankshaft mass about its principle axis of 5.245 µm. This offset is 
also referred to as the Mass Centre Displacement (MCD).  
Likewise, if a flywheel of 15kg was offset on the crankshaft mounting flange by as little as 0.04mm. It would 
produce an unbalance of 600g.mm and a force of 15kg at 5000rpm. 
 
Unbalance Forces  
 
The Force (F) generated by rotational unbalance can be calculated from the formula: 
 
F = mrω 2 

 

Where ω is the angular speed in radians per second; ω = 2πn / 60 
 
The Force in kg can be translated to;  
 
F = 0.01 (N/1000)2 x W x R 
 
Where N = Shaft speed, W = Unbalance weight in grammes and  
R = Radius in centimetres 
 
For instance;  
If a crankshaft had an unbalance of 1gm at 1cm at 1000rpm it would produce a force of 0.01kg.  
 
At 2000rpm, it would produce a force of 0.04kg.  
Therefore, twice the speed produces four times the force. 
 
The inertia forces created by unmatched reciprocating weights can be calculated from the formula: 
 
F = m.a 
 
Where F is the force in Newtons, m is the unbalance of reciprocating parts in kg and a is the maximum 
acceleration of the reciprocating parts in m/s/s 
 
For instance; 
If a multi-cylinder engine having a typical stroke of 100mm and a conrod ratio of 1.5 had one piston heavier by 
0.5g, at 5000rpm, it would produce an inertia force of approximately 1kg.  
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Balancing Tolerances of rigid rotors as applied to crankshafts  
 
Usually, the residual unbalance tolerance for any given rotor is decided by the manufacturer of the shaft. Where 
no tolerance value is available, the deduction of a suitable tolerance can be calculated by following guidelines 
set by the International Standard Organisation. For crankshafts this would relate to ISO standard 1940. 
 
The following ISO table categorises crankshafts of different requirements into quality grades. The lower the 
quality grade number, the lower the residual unbalance tolerance for that crankshaft. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The references to crankshafts does not go further than quality grade 6.3, although the grading system extends 
through grades 2.5, 1.0 and 0.4 to cover other rotors requiring very fine balance attention such as turbines and 
gyroscopes. 
 
The quality grade number directly reflects the level of vibration that would be expected at the rotors bearings, 
when running at service speed. Therefore the lower the quality grade, the lower the residual unbalance and the 
lower the running vibration levels. 

 
G Grade 

 

 
Type of Crankshaft 

 

6.3 
Racing car crankshafts, and generally car vehicle shafts requiring very fine 
balancing. 
 

16 
Sports car crankshafts requiring good balancing. Engines with 
6 or more cylinders having shafts requiring accurate balancing. 
 

40 

Small car and truck crankshafts with limited balancing need.   
4 stroke, 6 or more cylinder crankshafts, elastically suspended. Piston 
speed exceeding 9 meter/sec. 
 

100 

Diesel engine crankshafts with 6 or more cylinders. 
One, two or three cylinder, engine shafts. 
Piston speed exceeding 9 meter/sec. 
 

250 
Diesel engine crankshafts with 4 cylinders. Rigidly suspended. 
Piston speed exceeding 9 meter/sec. 
 

630 
Big 4 stroke engines, diesel marine engines, elastically suspended 
crankshafts. 
 

1600 2 - Stroke crankshafts of larger engines, rigidly suspended. 
 

4000 
Diesel marine engine crankshafts, rigidly suspended, no matter how many 
cylinders, piston speed not exceeding 9 meter/sec. 
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We have seen earlier that in general unbalance tolerance is usually referred to as a product of the residual 
unbalance mass and its effective radius from the rotating centreline, usually in metric units i.e. g.mm. 
 
We have also seen that the “permissible residual unbalance” (U) measured in g.mm is related to the rotor mass 
(m) measured in kgs, the greater the mass, the greater the allowable unbalance. 
 
Likewise, the “specific unbalance” (e) = U/m, which is equivalent to the displacement of the rotor centre of 
gravity (MCD), where this coincides with the plane of static unbalance. 
 
 e = U/m varies inversely as the speed of the rotor (n) in ranges of velocities considered for respective balance 
quality grades. 
 
Therefore, the quality grades are established against maximum rotor service speeds. 
 
The quality grade (G) = eω, where (ω) = 2πn / 60 
 
when (n) = rpm and (ω) = radians / sec 
 
The product eω is given in mm/s, therefore the ISO quality grade value relates to the vibration as would be 
expected at the rotor journals for static balance conditions in velocity mm/s. 
 
G = e(mm) .  2πn / 60 
G = e(mm) . 0.1047.n 
G = e(µm) . 0.0001047.n 
  
Therefore; e(µm) = G / 0.0001047.n  
 
The relationship between the rotor weight, the ISO quality grade and the permissible residual unbalance can be 
seen as the following; 
 
As Mass Centre Displacement (MCD) is equivalent to e 
 
  e = U / m = G/0.0001047.n 
 
where e = (µm), U = (g.mm), m = (kg), G = ISO grade and n = (rpm) 
 
Given that the rotor service speed and weight is known a “Permissible residual unbalance” (U) can be 
calculated for the rotor as a whole. 
 
If there are two balancing planes for correction and the rotor is approximately symmetrical, a tolerance equal to 
half the calculated value must be applied to each plane. Alternatively, if the rotor should be asymmetrical, it 
would be necessary to divide the balancing tolerance between the two available balancing planes 
proportionally, e.g. the heavier end of the shaft has the greater allowance for unbalance and the lighter end the 
smaller unbalance tolerance. 
 
For crankshafts, if the flywheel end is the heavier end then it would have a more relaxed tolerance than the 
pulley end.  
 
Consider a crankshaft within quality grade 6.3, its maximum service speed is 6500 rpm and its weight is 15kg. 
 
Therefore; e = U / m = G/0.0001047.n   
 
 e =6.3 / 0.0001047 x 6500 = 9.257µm 
 
U = e.m = 9.257 x 15 = 138.85 g.mm 
 
If the crankshaft is symmetrical, then the tolerance can be simply divided equally between two end planes, i.e. 
138.85 / 2 = 69.42 g.mm. 
 
When the crankshaft assembly includes a flywheel and damper, it may well be asymmetrical and need the 
tolerances calculating to each balancing plane accordingly.  
 


